Bon Appetit!

Have you checked out the menu of American Academy of Health Physics (AAHP) activities to be offered at the HPS Annual Meeting in San Francisco?

As an appetizer try one of three 8-hour Continuing Education classes presented on the Saturday prior to the meeting:


- **Low-Level Radioactive Waste Management: Past, Present and Future**, Frank X. Massé, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The main course is the AAHP Special Session - a piquant discussion of the future role of CHPs and the Academy in current legislative trends for ionizing radiation. Jerry A. Thomas will chair this session.

Dessert is the AAHP business meeting - an opportunity to meet the new AAHP officers, discuss Academy issues and join in the celebration of this year’s recipient of the William B. McAdams Award for Outstanding Service.

If we’ve whetted your appetite, check the Annual Meeting Preliminary Program and join us in a fine AAHP dining experience.

---

**THE MARKETPLACE**

To Advertise in The Marketplace:

The 870 mm x 570 mm ads may be submitted:
1) camera-ready in black and white;
2) by sending a business card for the Newsletter’s printer to size the card to ad space (additional $25);
3) as text to be formatted by the Newsletter office, with the option to print a logo (additional $25);
4) by sending ideas and/or a logo and allowing the Newsletter office to design an ad (additional $50).

Rates for printing ads in the Marketplace section:
- $200 for each ad submitted on an issue-to-issue basis
- $575 total fee for one ad to appear in 3 issues/year
- $1000 total fee for one ad to appear in 6 issues/year
- $1900 total fee for one ad to appear in 12 issues/year

(The $25 to $50 charges apply each time the ad is altered.)

To advertise in the Marketplace, please contact:
Sharon R. Hebl, Managing Editor
Rt. 1, Box 1391H
Elysian, MN 56028
507-362-8958; FAX: 507-362-4513

Ads confirmed by 25 May will appear in the July issue.